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Introduction
This paper tests the three diverse musical skills of aural, awareness and perception, based
on familiar music from prescribed instrumental and vocal lists for 2012. The essay questions
test knowledge of the music through stylistic analysis and require the ability to compare
and contrast two musical features across two of the pieces. The final section tests simple
harmonic analysis of a passage of unfamiliar music, and a final chord completion exercise
from a given incipit.
In terms of assessment, the two listening questions (Qu 1and 2) have 16 marks each. The
two essays (Qu. 3 (a) or (b) at the candidate’s choice) are 10 and 18 marks respectively.
The harmony questions together have 20 marks (Qu. 4 is out of 8 and Qu. 5 out of 12
marks). There is therefore a slight weighting on the essay questions.
In the listening questions examiners were looking for good aural skills applied to the music
of the extracts. This includes a working knowledge of chords, keys and cadences, as well
as the use of common musical devices such as sequence, pedal, suspension etc. Stylistic
features are also tested, for example the melodic, rhythmic and harmonic conventions in the
music in the Renaissance and Classical Eras. The less able candidates clearly had little idea
about the use of devices in the music or any of the stylistic features in the Beethoven and
Weelkes pieces. This said, there has been a generally noted marked improvement on these
questions again this year which is pleasing.
The essay questions are written without reference to the anthology. It is impressive how
much musical detail had been learnt by the more able candidates, including apposite
musical references to the score. Many of these were also written in lucid prose and at
great length. In the comparison question, the able candidates were able to highlight
common elements in the two works, as well as pointing out the essential differences.
Conversely, weak candidates only managed staccato bullet point responses with little factual
information. Skills here in comparative writing were lacking or absent.
In the harmony questions, there was a clear divide between those who had followed a course
in harmony and those that had not. Those who had followed a course in harmony wrote
stylistically and demonstrated a good harmonic repertoire alongside effective and idiomatic
part writing for SATB voices. On the whole, candidate performance has improved this year,
particularly in relation to the essay writing and responses to the listening questions.
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Question 1 (b)
A mixed response to this question. Too many thought a double bass was playing at this
point in the music instead of cello. Describing what the instruments play caused problems
too. On a simple level 'quavers' for the viola and 'crotchets' for the cello was all that was
required.  

Examiner Comments

A full mark response for:
credit viola, broken chords,

Examiner Tip

Always look for the most obvious answer.

credit cello, crotchets

Question 1(c)
Clarinet was the correct response. A straightforward listening question.
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Question 1 (d)
Candidates find these comparison questions difficult as they are real listening exercises
rather than knowledge based responses. It is advisable to always refer to the basic musical
elements, such as key, rhythm, pitch, note values etc. in the answers.

Examiner Comments

This candidate achieved full marks by highlighting for
difference 1: rhythm, and difference 2: key of the music.

Examiner Tip

Quoting the bar numbers and using comparative
language such as 'whereas' in this candidate's answer
helps to make the points clear and stand out.

Question 1 (e)
A fairly straightforward question asking to identify syncopated rhythms.

Question 1 (f)
When the question says 'Precisely identify....' that indicates more than just a basic chord, in
this case chord V is needed. So for the second mark the seventh needed to be identified.

Examiner Comments

One mark for dominant and the second mark for 7th.
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Question 1(g)
The word 'relationship' in the question appeared to confuse some candidates. The whole
emphasis here was hearing how the motif was in dialogue between the wind and strings.
Only a small number of candidates knew the term antiphony.

Examiner Comments

antiphony = 1 mark

Question 1 (h)
A good context question displaying knowledge of stylistic features. Most of the candidates
managed 2 out of 3 marks and a pleasing number got all three points.

Examiner Comments

These were the most popular three correct responses.

Question 2 (b)
There were pleasing responses to this question testing knowledge of basic musical textures.
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Question 2 (c)
A demanding question as it required several pieces of information ie. canon at the unison
at a bar's (or 3 beats) distance. Most candidates achieved one mark, but the best of the
cohort did manage two points.

Examiner Comments

A good answer highlighting the key points.
canon = 1 markone bar later = 1 mark

Examiner Tip

With any two mark question such as this, two points will
always need to be made in order to be awarded 2 marks.

Question 2 (d)
The outline melody given in the skeleton score (with the C #s too) should have made this
easy to spot the perfect cadence in D major.

Question 2 (e)
Many candidates answered correctly identifying the sequence. As it was only a one mark
question the direction of the sequence was not needed in this case!

Question 2 (f)
Many correctly spotted the hemiolaic rhythm which was clearly taught in the analysis of
the piece.

Question 2g
Syllabic was the common response.
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Question 2 (h)
This question made candidates think! Many mentioned the syncopation, and rising conjunct
melody line which was encouraging. Few made three correct observations, although many
scored 2 out of 3.

Examiner Comments

A typical first class response :
rise = 1 mark
dotted rhythm = 1 mark
emphasis on 2nd syllable = 1 mark

Examiner Tip

Always think about the different elements. How does
the melody move? Up or down? In steps, or leaps? Is
there a rhythm that is interesting and used to describe
the word ? etc..

Question 2 (i)
This was well-answered by most of the candidates and was not demanding.

Examiner Comments

A typical response using appropriate music terminology.
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Question 3 (a)
The Schumann question fared well in the main with candidates being able to secure
10 credit worthy points. The Corelli/Berlioz comparison also generated a rich plethora
of musical detail. There was much to say about each work in terms of the structure and
melody, which helped candidates.
A weak and rambling response to both questions.
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Examiner Comments

i) Credit:
A:BA
ABACABA
Total: 2 marks
ii) Credit:
2 parts
repeated
Total: 2 marks
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Two excellent essays attracting full marks.
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Examiner Comments

Both essays directly answer the set questions and are backed up with examples from the scores.
Marks were awarded as follows:
SCHUMANN

CORELLI/ BERLOIZ COMPARISON

Credit:

Credit:

piano miniature
melody in left hand
sustained pedal
rounded binary form
rondo form
little modulation
some chromaticism
diminished 7th chord in bar 1 + 1 additional
credit mark
in bars 9-12 (left hand melody) + 1 additional
credit mark
minor 6th
neapolitan chord
tempo changes a lot
triplets
off beat chords

binary
repeated
codetta in 41-43 + 1 additional credit mark
tonality
ternary form
saltorello
serenade
coda
combining elements already heard
D F# D
passing notes
inverted
diatonic
stretto
monothematic
idee fixe bar 65 + 1 additional credit mark
based around E
modal
broken chords

Total: Max 10 marks

Total: max 18 marks given
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Question 3 (b)
The Carl Perkins question fared well with candidates being able to secure 10 credit worthy
points. The Haydn/Beatles comparison also generated good responses with apposite musical
detail. There was much to say about each work again here in terms of the structure and
melody which helped candidates.
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Examiner Comments

Excellent responses to both questions with marks awarded for:
CARL PERKINS

HAYDN/ BEATLES COMPARISON

Credit:

Credit:

standard instrumentation
improvises
scat
12 bar blues
7th chord
verse chorus
instrumental
lead guitar solo
major
throughout (no modulations)
introduction
syncopation
swung
walking bass
off beats

strophic
introduction, 8 bars + 1 additional point mark
compression 2 verses
4 bar phrases
some chromaticism at bar 23 + 1 additional
point mark
strophic
McCartney’s
Bridge
introduction
orchestral link
coda
octave range
arpeggio initial + 1 additional point mark
word painting bar 23 + 1 additional point mark
appoggiatura
disjunct
3rds and 4ths in bars 5-6 + 1 additional point
mark
minor 3rd
semitonal melismas ‘turn you on’ + 1 additional
point max (max. 6 achieved)
pentatonic

Max. 10 marks given

Total: max. 18 marks given
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An average response to the Perkins question (i) and a very weak answer to the Haydn/
Beatles comparison (ii).
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Examiner Comments

Both answers lack musical detail/ score references, particularly
the second question.
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Question 4 (a) (1)
This chord (IIb) was often incorrect.

Question 4 (a) (2)
This chord was often correct.

Question 4 (a) (3)
The seventh was often missing from V7.

Question 4 (a) (4)
This chord was often correct.

Question 4 (b)
Pedal was often correctly identified.

Question 4 (c)
Most candidates identified the sequence here. The score helped greatly!

Examiner Comments

A good response, although the sequence direction 'ascending'
would only have been needed if this was a 2 mark question.

Question 4 (d)
Not many candidates spotted the appogiatura here.
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Question 5
Many good completions including prepared II7b chords, a sharpened third in the final chord
and the use of passing notes.
Common mistakes included wrong chords, incomplete chords, consecutive 5ths and 8ths,
low tenor and bass notes, poor part writing, augmented intervals / angular lines etc.

Examiner Comments

A 'text book answer' featuring a prepared II7b at chord three
and a passing note in the alto at chord 4-5.
Well written for the three voice parts.

Examiner Tip

Keep it simple and try to use formulaic progressions,
such as here with the use of II7b-V7-I. Always finish
by checking for the consecutives.
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Paper Summary
In terms of future teaching, learning and preparation for this paper, it is important that
candidates listen to the prescribed works many times to internalise the music and become
familiar with the structure, form and style of the works. Candidates should develop both
their essay writing skills and their knowledge of key facts. Harmony work will improve
with regular exercises and should be developmental in approach ie. from writing formulaic
cadential progressions up to the complete five chords of the phrase.
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Grade Boundaries
Grade boundaries for this, and all other papers, can be found on the website on this link:
http://www.edexcel.com/iwantto/Pages/grade-boundaries.aspx
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